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Abstract. Modern recommender systems utilize users’ histori-
cal behaviors to generate personalized recommendations. However,
these systems often lack user controllability, leading to diminished
user satisfaction and trust in the systems. Acknowledging the re-
cent advancements in explainable recommender systems that en-
hance users’ understanding of recommendation mechanisms, we pro-
pose leveraging these advancements to improve user controllability.
In this paper, we present a user-controllable recommender system
that seamlessly integrates explainability and controllability within a
unified framework. By providing both retrospective and prospective
explanations through counterfactual reasoning, users can customize
their control over the system by interacting with these explanations.

Furthermore, we introduce and assess two attributes of control-
lability in recommendation systems: the complexity of controllabil-
ity and the accuracy of controllability. Experimental evaluations on
MovieLens and Yelp datasets substantiate the effectiveness of our
proposed framework. Additionally, our experiments demonstrate that
offering users control options can potentially enhance recommenda-
tion accuracy in the future. Source code and data are available at
https://github.com/chrisjtan/ucr.

1 Introduction
Controllability is crucial in developing trustworthy recommender
systems. Studies have demonstrated that offering users the ability
to control recommender systems can enhance satisfaction and trust
in the recommendation results [21, 33, 17, 18, 7]. However, current
recommender systems typically offer limited user control, leaving
users to passively receive and accept the recommendations provided.
If users are dissatisfied with the suggested items, there is often no
way for them to intervene, adjust, or modify the recommendation
lists in a better direction. Moreover, users are uncertain about what
the recommendation models have learned about them and based on
what information. Such uncertainties can raise privacy concerns and
further impair users’ trust in recommender systems.

Therefore, some research has sought to increase controllability in
recommendations by enabling users to explicitly express their pref-
erences on pre-defined aspects or features, which is a common ap-
proach in the industry [22, 14, 32, 3]. However, users may not al-
ways be able to accurately address their preferences [16], and their
preferences may evolve over time, rendering past preferences out-
dated [15, 1, 16, 17]. Besides, due to the opaque nature of the rec-
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Figure 1. A toy example illustrates the concept of user-controllable
recommendations. For the recommended video highlighted by a red

bounding box, the retrospective explanation (displayed in the top-right)
informs users of the past behaviors that resulted in the video’s

recommendation, while the prospective explanation (shown in the
bottom-right) conveys the impact of liking this video. Users have the option

to click the “revoke” button to rescind related behaviors.

ommendation mechanism, users are not directly aware of the effects
or consequences of their expressed preferences [35, 29]. Alternative
approaches allow users to implicitly update their preferences by in-
teracting with the recommendation results [12, 23]. In these studies,
the lack of understanding remains a primary concern, as users are
not informed about how their interactions update their preferences or
what the implications of their feedback are in the future.

Upon examining the aforementioned research, we notice that the
challenge of achieving optimal user controllability comes from the
inherent opacity and black-box nature of recommendation systems.
Users are often unaware of how their past behaviors influence present
recommendations or how their current behavior will affect future
recommendations. Allowing users to manipulate AI systems without
a comprehensive understanding of the underlying mechanisms may
lead to more harm than benefit [4]. Achieving effective controllabil-
ity extends beyond simply offering an interface. A user-controllable
recommender system should be capable of explaining the reasoning



behind its recommendations and the consequences of each user ac-
tion. Therefore, we believe that harnessing the explainability of these
systems has the potential to enhance user controllability.

In this paper, we propose a user-controllable recommendation
framework with two essential properties. The first property, ret-
rospective controllability with retrospective explanation, enables
users to identify how their previous behaviors, such as clicks, pur-
chases, and likes, contribute to current recommendations. The system
should also provide the ability to delete or disregard specific past be-
haviors. This concept aligns with users’ right to be forgotten (RTBF)
on the internet [25]. The second property, prospective controllabil-
ity with prospective explanation, offers users insight into how their
interaction with the currently recommended item(s) will influence
future recommendations. By operating in an informed manner, users
can effectively control their future recommendations toward desired
directions.

To achieve these objectives, we investigate the integration of ex-
plainability and controllability in a unified recommender system. Re-
cent advancements in counterfactual reasoning have enabled accurate
explanations for black-box machine learning models [27, 29, 10, 28,
30, 24, 8, 9]. The core concept of counterfactual reasoning aligns
well with user-controllable recommendation goals. Both retrospec-
tive and prospective controllability involve addressing counterfac-
tual "what if" questions: 1) What recommendations would have been
made if the user had (not) interacted with specific items previously?
and 2) How will future recommendations change if the user interacts
with certain items presently? Providing counterfactual retrospective
and prospective explanations empowers users with a comprehensive
understanding of the consequences of their past and current behav-
iors, allowing them to selectively exclude such behaviors when nec-
essary. Thus, we propose a model-agnostic framework that generates
counterfactual retrospective and prospective explanations, informing
users of their past and future recommendation impact and enabling
informed decision-making and intervention in the recommendation
process through engagement with these explanations.

Another significant contribution of this research is the incorpora-
tion of a quantitative evaluation of controllability in recommender
systems, an aspect often overlooked in previous controllable recom-
mendation studies. We introduce distinct evaluation protocols for ret-
rospective and prospective controllability. For retrospective control-
lability, we assess the framework from two unique perspectives: 1)
complexity of controllability, which quantifies the cost of interven-
ing in past behaviors to modify current recommendations, and 2) ac-
curacy of controllability, measuring the system’s effectiveness in ad-
justing recommendations according to provided explanations when
users implement suggested modifications. In terms of prospective
controllability, we simulate user behaviors in a real-world context
and demonstrate that the inclusion of control options has the potential
to yield more accurate recommendations in the future. This assertion
is supported by standard evaluation metrics in recommendation.

In summary, our work contributes the following:

• We propose the first user-controllable recommendation framework
utilizing counterfactual explanations.

• We define two categories of counterfactual explanations for user-
controllable recommendations: counterfactual retrospective ex-
planations and counterfactual prospective explanations.

• We introduce two perspectives for evaluating controllability and,
based on these, develop two metrics to enable the standardized
assessment of controllable recommendation systems.

• For the first time, we quantitatively demonstrate the potential for

improving recommender system accuracy by providing users with
additional control options.

2 Related Works
Most of the existing research on controllable recommendation is con-
ducted from a user study perspective rather than a machine learning
perspective. Early works in controllable recommendation focus on
explicitly defining users’ preferences regarding specific content. For
instance, in [22], an interaction strategy was introduced where users
can indicate the weights they assign to each item attribute to express
their preferences. Similarly, [14] implemented a music recommender
system that enables users to intervene in the recommendation process
by selecting preferred item categories or editing their profiles. The
authors observed that when the system provides highly precise rec-
ommendations, user intervention leads to increased satisfaction. In
[32], a recommender system was proposed for recommending menus
at restaurants, allowing users to update their preferences and provide
information about allergies towards food ingredients. However, these
methods necessitate users to explicitly answer questions, which may
not always be feasible as users might face difficulty accurately ex-
pressing their preferences.

Some other studies incorporate implicit updating of user prefer-
ences through dynamic feedback. In these studies, the terms “inter-
active” and “controllable” are often used interchangeably. In [12],
users were given the ability to directly interact with the recommen-
dation results by re-ranking the generated recommendation lists to
align with their expectations. Upon re-ranking, the system automati-
cally updates the users’ preferences for two attributes: popularity and
age of the items. However, [12] has certain limitations, such as the
inability for users to remove disliked items and a limited number of
item attributes. [5] proposed an interactive recommender system that
utilizes a three-column display. On the left side, users can adjust the
weights assigned to items and content that contribute to the recom-
mendation results, and they can cease adjusting once they are satis-
fied with the recommended items. A similar interface was created in
[26], allowing users to add, delete, and re-rate items on the left side
while observing the resulting changes in recommendations. In these
studies, users are aware of the impacts of their interactions. How-
ever, when compared to our proposed method, the aforementioned
works have several limitations: 1) Users are not provided with expla-
nations for each individual recommendation, forcing them to guess
the relationship between their actions and the recommendations, of-
ten leading to trials and errors. 2) The longer users engage with the
recommender system, the more complex their accumulated behav-
ior records become, making it increasingly challenging for users to
make accurate assumptions and control the system. Our method dis-
tinguishes itself from previous works in that we employ machine
learning approaches to generate counterfactual explanations for con-
trollability. Additionally, our method is not restricted to a specific
recommendation model; it can be applied to any recommendation
model that relies on user behaviors for making recommendations.

3 User Controllable Recommendation
In this section, we introduce the two types of controllable counter-
factual explanations in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2. Subsequently,
we mathematically formulate the user-controllable recommendation
framework in Section 3.3. Lastly, in Section 3.4, we discuss and de-
fine two fundamental aspects of user-controllable recommendation:
the complexity of controllability and the accuracy of controllability.



3.1 Counterfactual Retrospective Explanation

Counterfactual retrospective explanations are derived from users’
past behaviors and address the question: "If past behaviors were dif-
ferent, would this item still be recommended?" These explanations
enable users to understand which historical actions influenced cur-
rent recommendations. They take the following form:

We recommend this item because you interacted
with [item(s)]. Revoke these behaviors to stop
its recommendation.

The term “interacted with” can be substituted with expressions
such as “liked,” “viewed,” “purchased,” “clicked,” and others, de-
pending on the specific form of interactions within the platform. Con-
trol via counterfactual retrospective explanation in recommendation
is illustrated in the top-right part of Figure 1.

3.2 Counterfactual Prospective Explanation

Counterfactual prospective explanations are generated based on
users’ present behaviors. These explanations offer insights into fu-
ture outcomes. When users engage in a specific behavior, prospec-
tive explanations ask the question: "If this behavior is carried out,
how will future recommendations differ compared to not engaging
in it?". They take the following form:

With the current interaction, [item(s)] will
be added to future recommendations. Revoke
this behavior to prevent their recommendation.

Similarly, the choice of a specific interaction type depends on the
real-world context. Control via counterfactual prospective explana-
tion is illustrated in the bottom-right part of Figure 1.

3.3 Definition of User Controllable Recommendation

Technically, the proposed framework is applicable to any recom-
mender system that generates recommendations based on users’ his-
torical behaviors. In this paper, we specifically introduce the con-
trollable recommendation problem within the context of sequential
recommendation. This choice is motivated by the fact that sequen-
tial recommender systems generate recommendations by consider-
ing user-item interactions in chronological order, and the time-aware
nature of such systems aligns seamlessly with the concept of retro-
spective and prospective controllability.

Suppose a user set U = {u1, u2, · · · , um} with m users, and an
item set V = {v1, v2, · · · , vn} with n items. For each item vj , ej

represents the related d-dimensional item embedding. A recommen-
dation model learns the embedding matrix E ∈ Rn×d for all items.

For each user ui with last T timestamps of the interaction history
{vti | t = 1, · · · , T}, Si = [et

i | t = 1, · · · , T ] denotes the con-
catenated item embeddings. T is a hyper parameter defined by the
system, which indicates the maximum length of user history to be
considered when making a recommendation.

A recommender system predicts ranking score rij for a user ui on
an item vj based on Si, which can be generally represented as:

rij = f(vj ,Si | Θ) (1)

where Θ are the model parameters. The function f depends on the
method used in the base recommendation model. In the rest of the
paper, Eq. (1) is simplified as rij = f(vj ,Si).

With the above ranking function, for each user ui, the recom-
mender system will generate a top-K recommendation, denoted as
R(i,K). Under the the retrospective controllable recommendation
scenario, if ui is not satisfied with some items in R(i,K), the sys-
tem should allow the user to change their history Si by removing
certain previous actions, such that the recommendation results will
be changed to the desired direction.

Suppose the intervention is represented by a binary vector ∆i ∈
{0, 1}T , which will be applied to Si to form a counterfactual user
history S∗

i such that:

S∗
i = Si ⊙ (1−∆i) (2)

where ⊙ stands for the element-wise product. Each item embedding
et
i ∈ Si will be multiplied by the related 1 − δt, where δt ∈ ∆i is

the tth element in ∆i. When δt = 0, the item embedding et
i at times-

tamp t remains unchanged, which means the corresponding behavior
of user ui at timestamp t is preserved. When δt = 1, et

i will be-
come the padding embedding after multiplication, which means the
related behavior is removed. After changing these behaviors, the base
recommender will generate a new recommendation list R∗(i,K),
which should better fit the user’s expectation.

Under the prospective controllable recommendation scenario, the
control option is more straight-forward. Suppose user i interacts with
a new item vx and generates a new user history embedding [Si, ex].
The user will be informed of the change in the future (i.e., the new
items that will be added to the future recommendation). Users are
allowed to decide whether this particular item, vx, should be consid-
ered by the system or not in future recommendations.

3.4 Complexity and Accuracy of Controllability

Prior to the design and evaluation of a user-controllable recommen-
dation model, it is crucial to establish the desired properties of an ef-
fective controllable method. In this paper, we propose two properties
of controllability within the controllable recommendation scenario.

The first property is the complexity of controllability, which mea-
sures the cost for the user to control the recommendation results.
Given that our framework relies on user behavior, complexity can
be defined as the proportion of a user’s past behaviors that must be
eliminated in order to alter the recommendation results towards the
intended direction. With the above notation, for a user ui, when the
change ∆i is applied to the history embedding Si, the control com-
plexity can be defined as:

Complexity =
∥∆i∥0
T

, (3)

where ||∆i||0 is the number of ones in ∆i, i.e., the number of re-
moved behaviors of user ui. We note that in reality, the length of
some user histories may be smaller than T . In this case, it should be
replaced by the real length of the user history. This applies to all the
equations in the rest of the paper.

The second property is the accuracy of controllability. The con-
trol options offered by the system should accurately eliminate the
undesired items from the recommendation list without inadvertently
removing other relevant items. Suppose ui is unsatisfied with a sub-
set of items in the recommendation list Rg(i,K) ⊆ R(i,K), in an
ideal situation, the item(s) removed from R(i,K) should only be the
item(s) in Rg(i,K), which can be expressed as:

Accurate control ⇔ R(i,K) \ R∗(i,K) = Rg(i,K) (4)



However, a 100% accurate control may be impossible to acquire.
Thus, we further define the accuracy of the controllability as the Jac-
card similarity (also known as Intersection over Union (IoU)) be-
tween the set of removed items and the set of undesired items. This
can be formulated as follows:

Accuracy =
|
(
R(i,K) \ R∗(i,K)

)
∩Rg(i,K) |

|
(
R(i,K) \ R∗(i,K)

)
∪Rg(i,K) |

(5)

The accuracy of controllability should be maximized to ensure that
only the undesired items are removed, while preserving the other
items in the recommendation list. Simultaneously, the number of al-
tered behaviors (i.e., the complexity) in the explanation should be
minimized to enhance the comprehensibility of the explanation and
facilitate the users in easily implementing the provided control op-
tions.

We note that these two properties not only guide the design of user
controllable recommendation systems but are also highly suitable for
quantitatively evaluating the controllabilities.

4 Generate Controllable Explanation

In this section, we introduce the algorithms for generating the two
types of explanations.

4.1 Generate Counterfactual Retrospective
Explanation

To generate counterfactual retrospective explanations, we propose
a constrained optimization problem that incorporates the previously
defined complexity and accuracy of controllability.

The objective of the algorithm is to generate effective counterfac-
tual retrospective explanations, ensuring that by revoking the past
behaviors, the undesired items are removed from the recommenda-
tion list. This serves as a strict constraint in the optimization process.
Meanwhile, as discussed in Section 3.4, the objective part of the op-
timization aims to minimize the complexity of the generated expla-
nation while maximizing its accuracy. Considering the generation of
an explanation to remove an item vj recommended to user ui, and
based on the mathematical definitions of complexity and accuracy,
we formulate the optimization problem as follows:

minimize
∆i,j

∥∆i,j∥0
T

− γ(
|
(
R(i,K) \ R∗(i,K)

)
∩ {vj} |

| R(i,K) \ R∗(i,K) ∪ {vj} | )

s.t., vj /∈ R∗(i,K)

(6)

where γ is a hyper-parameter to control the two terms on the same
scale. Since ||∆i,j ||0

T
∼ ||∆i,j ||0 and vj is guaranteed to be removed

as in the constraint, Eq.(6) is equivalent to:

minimize
∆i,j

∥∆i,j∥0 − γ
1

| R(i,K) \ R∗(i,K) |
s.t., vj /∈ R∗(i,K)

(7)

In Eq. (7), the second term is, in fact, maximizing the intersection
between the original and counterfactual recommendation lists. Con-
sequently, for the purpose of enhancing simplicity and feasibility of
optimization, we reformulate the equation as follows:

Algorithm 1 Greedy Search
Input: user ui, target item vj , history length T , user interaction history
embedding Si, heuristic function h, length of recommendation list K.
Output: the optimized explanation set Ei,j .

1: Initialize explanation set Ei,j ← {}
2: S∗

i = Si

3: while vj in the top-K recommendation AND |Ei,j | < T do
4: // Choose single behavior in a greedy manner.
5: lowest_heuristic←∞
6: for each past behavior /∈ Ei,j do
7: Generate one-hot vector p
8: if h(p) < lowest_heuristic then
9: update the best behavior according to p

10: update lowest heuristic
11: end if
12: end for
13: Add the best behavior to Ei,j
14: end while
15: return Ei,j

minimize
∆i,j

∥∆i,j∥0 − γ
∑

vq∈R(ui,K),vq ̸=vj

I(vq,R∗(i,K))

s.t., vj /∈ R∗(i,K)

(8)

where I(vq,R∗(i,K)) = 1 if vq ∈ R∗(i,K), otherwise 0.
After solving ∆i,j , for ∀δt ∈ ∆i,j , if δt = 1, the related interacted

item vti will be included in the generated explanation set Ei,j . How-
ever, searching for an optimal set of past behaviors is exponential.
For a behavior set with size x, the searching space contains O(2x)
subsets. Therefore, inspired by a similar approach in [10], we provide
two options to approximate the optimization problem. One based on
greedy search, and the other utilizing continuous relaxation.

Greedy Search: In the greedy search approach, we iteratively
choose a single behavior to revoke at each time step, until the con-
straint in Eq. (8) is satisfied, i.e., the accumulative effects remove
item vj from the recommendation list R(i,K). At each step, we
choose the behavior that fits both the constraint and objective in Eq.
(8) best. More specifically, instead of globally optimizing ∆i,j , we
choose each item at one time by learning a one-hot vector p

(r)
i,j at

each iterative step r. By removing the related item from user history,
the ranking score of the target item vj should be as small as possible
while the ranking scores of the other items in R(i,K) should be as
large as possible. This strategy is guided by minimizing a heuristic
function h(p

(r)
i,j ):

minimize
p
(r)
i,j

h(p
(r)
i,j ) = f(vj ,S

∗(r)
i )− γ1

∑
vq∈R(i,K),vq ̸=vj

f(vq,S
∗(r)
i )

s.t., p
(r)
i,j = {0, 1}T ; ∥p(r)

i,j ∥1 = 1

where S
∗(r)
i = S

∗(r−1)
i ⊙ (1− p

(r)
i,j ); S

∗(0)
i = Si

(9)
According to Eq. (9), we select one behavior from all the un-

changed past behaviors to revoke at each step until vj is removed
from the recommendation list, and return the change vector ∆i,j =∑

r p
r
i,j . If all the past behaviors have been changed but the item vj

is still in the recommendation list, then the algorithm fails to gener-
ate retrospective explanation for this user-item pair. This process is
illustrated in Algorithm 1.

Continuous Relaxation: We provide another option to solve Eq.
(8) by transforming the original combinatorial problem into a con-
tinuous optimization problem. Since both the constraint part and the



objective part are not differentiable, in order to learn the changing
vector ∆i,j , we relax each component in Eq. (8) into continuous
space to provide approximate solutions.

For the complexity objective, we relax the binary vector ∆i,j ∈
{0, 1}T as a continuous vector ∆c

i,j ∈ [0, 1]T . ||∆c
i,j ||1 is used to

approximate ||∆c
i,j ||0.

For the constraint, vj /∈ R∗(i,K). It is equivalent to the ranking
score of vj is smaller than the ranking score of the item at the Kth
position of the recommendation list. Thus, we further relax it as a
pair-wise loss between these two items, which is:

R1 = max
(
0, α1 + f(vj ,S

∗
i )− f(vK ,S∗

i )
)

(10)

where vK is the item at the Kth position of the top-K recommenda-
tion list, which may be updated at each step.

For the accuracy objective γ
∑

vq∈R(i,K),vq ̸=vj
I(vq,R∗(i,K)),

we would like the ranking score of an item vq to remain as large as
possible. Thus, we introduce another loss that measures the average
ranking score of the items that shouldn’t be removed, which is:

R2 = − 1

k − 1

∑
vq∈R(i,K),vq ̸=vj

f(vq,S
∗
i ) (11)

After the relaxations, the final equation of the optimization prob-
lem is reformulated as follows:

minimize
∆c

i,j

∥∆c
i,j∥1 + λ(R1 + γ2R2) (12)

Eq. (12) is differentiable and can be solved by machine learning
methods such as Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). After optimiza-
tion, a threshold will be applied to ∆c

ij to select the interacted items
that will be included in the generated explanation Ei,j . In this paper,
we set the threshold to 0.5. For continuous relaxation approach, the
explanations should be generated only when they can successfully
remove the target items. Thus, a post-checking process is required.

Efficiency and Scalability Discussion: We note that in this frame-
work, the complexity of the optimization space is linearly related to
the fixed length T of the user history and is irrelevant to the number
of users and items in the system. This is attributed to the meimecha-
nism of counterfactual optimization. Empirically, when T = 100 and
the algorithm is executed on a single Nvidia A5000 GPU, it takes ap-
proximately 4 seconds for the greedy search method to generate an
explanation for a single recommendation, while the relaxation ap-
proach takes approximately 7 seconds. The inference time does not
encounter any scalability issues as the size of the dataset increases.

4.2 Generate Counterfactual Prospective Explanation

In comparison to searching for past behaviors that lead to a specific
recommendation, it is more straightforward to determine the future
consequences of the current behavior. This is due to the fact that
when the recommender system is accessible, regardless of its trans-
parency, the outcomes of any given current behavior are known.

Suppose a user ui interacts with an upcoming item vx. The gener-
ation of counterfactual prospective explanations relies on assessing
how the future recommendation would be altered by incorporating
this particular user behavior into their history. Therefore, we update
Si with S′

i = Si ∪ {vx}. R(i,K)′ is the updated recommendation
list in the future, which is generated based on S′

i.
Our user-controllable recommendation method looks for the items

that are newly added to the recommendation list to form the counter-
factual prospective explanation. For each item vj :

vj ∈ Ei,j , if vj ∈
(
R′(i,K) \ R(i,K)

)
(13)

If a user is dissatisfied with the change in the future recommen-
dation list, they have the option to revoke the current interaction,
thereby preventing the system from considering this behavior in the
future. As the “harmful” interactions are eliminated dynamically, it
is reasonable to assume that the recommender system can benefit
from prospective controllability and deliver more precise recommen-
dations in the future. In Section 5.5, we conduct experiments to vali-
date this assumption.

5 Experiments

Table 1. Statistics of the datasets.

Dataset #User #Item #Interaction Density

ML-1M 6,040 3,416 987,540 0.031 %
Yelp 5,342 17,746 515,128 0.543 %

Table 2. Ranking accuracy of the base models

Models
ML-1M Yelp

NDCG@10 HT@10 NDCG@10 HT@10

SASRec 0.1203 0.2265 0.0327 0.0518
GRU4Rec 0.1150 0.2242 0.0145 0.0294

5.1 Dataset Description

The experiments are conducted on two widely used public datasets:
1) MovieLens-1M1 [11]: containing movie ratings from the Movie-
Lens website. It has approximately 1 million ratings; 2) Yelp2: con-
taining users’ interactions and ratings on various businesses. For the
Yelp dataset, following previous works [36, 31], we remove the users
with less than 20 interactions and items with less than 10 interac-
tions. Table 1 shows the overall statistics of the two datasets.

5.2 Base Recommenders

We choose two popular sequential recommendation models as the
base models:

• GRU4Rec[13]: It applies Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) with
Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) to model user click sequences for
session-based recommendation.

• SASRec[19]: It uses the self-attention mechanism to recommend
next items.

5.3 Implementation Details

Training Base Models: When training these two models, we follow
the same setup as in their original papers. For GRU4Rec, we apply
1 layer of GRU units. For SASRec, we apply 2 self-attention blocks.
The item embedding size is 100 for both models. For both datasets,
we set the maximum length T of user sequences to 100, which means
only the last 100 interactions in the user history are taken into con-
sideration when making predictions.

We use the same training strategy when training these two models
on the two datasets. First, we follow the generic leave-one-out strat-
egy [2, 34] to split the last item in the user sequences as the test data.

1 https://files.grouplens.org/datasets/movielens
2 https://www.yelp.com/dataset



Table 3. Complexity and accuracy of controllability in retrospective evaluation. All numbers are percentages. UCR_Relax and UCR_Search are our proposed
methods, which represent the relaxation approach and greedy search approach, respectively. All numbers are percentages.

SASRec

ML-1M Yelp

Complexity %↓ Accuracy %↑ Complexity %↓ Accuracy %↑

@3 @5 @10 @3 @5 @10 @3 @5 @10 @3 @5 @10

Dynamic[26] 29.28 29.80 32.26 55.55 42.03 24.26 31.20 32.20 35.32 52.17 39.03 22.61
EFM[36] 10.22 11.88 13.29 58.21 46.16 33.30 12.96 14.57 17.22 56.88 47.29 33.29

UCR_Relax 12.16 10.54 9.67 67.02 53.14 36.40 16.22 14.54 14.02 64.27 50.70 32.26
UCR_Search 4.99 4.58 4.67 76.79 65.28 48.02 8.23 7.92 7.88 78.94 68.02 49.52

GRU4Rec

ML-1M Yelp

Complexity %↓ Accuracy %↑ Complexity %↓ Accuracy %↑

@3 @5 @10 @3 @5 @10 @3 @5 @10 @3 @5 @10

Dynamic[26] 26.89 29.67 32.49 60.61 41.52 25.27 46.47 49.51 48.83 57.92 40.72 24.87
EFM[36] 17.35 15.48 17.14 62.33 45.59 29.54 33.19 32.78 34.11 61.83 45.65 27.33

UCR_Relax 14.73 13.84 13.25 74.49 52.93 30.52 17.12 15.61 15.49 75.57 55.57 32.13
UCR_Search 5.51 5.69 6.40 77.66 59.38 38.46 19.59 19.87 20.39 77.38 59.95 37.33

Table 4. Fidelity of the relaxation method. All numbers are percentages.

Methods
ML-1M Yelp

@3 % @5 % @10 % @3 % @5 % @10 %

SASRec 62.97 59.76 55.14 52.37 49.06 46.55
GRU4Rec 82.00 80.70 78.31 54.30 52.26 50.30

We note that besides the test item, we also remove a certain number
of last interacted items from the user history for prospective evalua-
tion purpose, which will be introduced in Section 5.5. This doesn’t
affect the training of the base models. During training, we use Adam
optimizer[20] with 0.001 learning rate. The batch size is 128. We set
dropout rate to 0.2 to prevent overfitting. Then, we train the model
until they get the highest validation performance. We report the per-
formance of the trained base models in Table 2. We note that the
ranking accuracy of the base models are not the focus of this work.
After training, the learned parameters in the recommendation models
will be fixed for evaluating the controllability.

Generating Retrospective Explanations: For the relaxation ap-
proach in Eq.(12), we set the hype-parameter γ2 = 1, and λ = 10.
We also set the γ1 = 1 in the greedy approach in Eq. (9). These
parameters have varies effects on the generated explanations, which
are shown in the ablation study in Section 5.4. For solving the relax-
ation optimization problem, we use Adam optimizer with learning
rate equals to 0.01 and learn the change vector for 500 steps.

Generating Prospective Explanations: Given that prospective
explanations aim to inform users about the potential outcomes of
their ongoing interaction, we employ the next one item following
the training sequence to simulate this process. To be precise, for each
user, we append the next item to the end of the training sequence and
observe the resulting “future” changes. All evaluations are conducted
based on this procedure, which we elaborate on in Section 5.5.

5.4 Retrospective Evaluation

We randomly sample 1000 users as the test set and generate retro-
spective explanations for them. When evaluating the controllability,
we revoke the interactions included in the generated controllable ex-
planations by changing the related item embeddings to the padding
embedding in the user interaction sequences.

Then, we evaluate the controllability according to the complexity
and accuracy as introduced in Section 3.4.

Comparable Baselines: To the best of our knowledge, there is

no such paper that proposes an optimization algorithm to control the
recommender system based on the user behaviors. Thus, we adjust
two existing works in controllable recommendation and explainable
recommendation to make them comparable: 1) Dynamic Feedback
[26]: It proposes a manual process to provide controllability, allow-
ing the users to randomly remove the past behaviors until they are
satisfied with the recommendation list. We create a random search
algorithm to simulate this manual process; 2) EFM [36]: An explain-
able recommendation framework grounded in the concept of match-
ing, a common approach in explainable recommendation [31, 6]. If
an item is recommended, similar items in the user’s history may be
the reason for that recommendation. In each step, we remove the
best-aligned item (according to the learned latent embeddings) until
the target item is removed.

Quantitative Analysis: In Table 3, we evaluate the complexity
and accuracy of the controllability for each baseline. First, we ob-
serve that both the greedy search and continuous relaxation methods
provide significantly better controllability than the other methods.
On average, based on the SASRec model, the relaxation method out-
performs the second-best baseline by 2.20% in terms of complexity
and by 9.45% in terms of accuracy. The greedy search method out-
performs the second best baseline by 52.31% in terms of complex-
ity and by 41.49% in terms of accuracy. While based on GRU4Rec
model, the relaxation method outperforms the second-best baseline
by 33.96% in terms of complexity and by 16.74% in terms of accu-
racy. The greedy search method outperforms the second-best base-
line by 52.45% in terms of complexity and by 29.68% in terms of
accuracy. It is worth noting that complexity is defined as the ratio be-
tween the number of items included in a generated explanation and
the length of the user sequence. On average, the number of generated
items is 3.48 for the searching method and 5.66 for the relaxation
method. Although the relaxation and searching approaches produce
comparable results when generating controllable explanations for the
Yelp dataset based on GRU4Rec, according to all other results, the
searching approach is generally the better option. Furthermore, the
relaxation approach is unable to generate sufficient explanations for
all the recommended items, for which we report the fidelity (i.e., the
percentage of successful generation) in Table 4. Therefore, we sug-
gest always starting with the greedy search method when applying
the proposed framework to new datasets or models.

Next, as shown in Figure 2, we conduct ablation studies to ver-
ify the influences of γ1 in the greedy search method, as well as λ
and γ2 in the continuous relaxation method. First, Figure 2 (a) shows
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Figure 2. Influence of the hyper-parameters according to the experiments on SASRec with MovieLens dataset. (a) Influence of γ1 in greedy approach. (b)
Influence of λ in relaxation approach. (c) Influence of γ2 in relaxation approach. (d) Fidelity and Complexity to remove items at different ranking positions.

Figure 3. Data splitting in prospective evaluation.

the influence of γ1 in the greedy search method. When γ1 is small,
the control accuracy is highly positively related to it. However, when
γ1 > 1, the complexity increases dramatically. Therefore, choos-
ing γ1 = 1 is the optimal option. For the relaxation approach, as
shown in Figure 2 (b), the λ controls the trade-off between fidelity
and complexity. When λ increases, more effective explanations can
be generated, but at the same time, the complexity also increases.
Figure 2 (c) shows the influence of γ2 on the relaxation method. It is
very similar to the influence of γ1 in the searching approach. When
γ2 is small, the control accuracy improves as γ2 increases. However,
when γ2 > 10, choosing a larger γ2 starts to negatively impact the
model’s performance. Furthermore, the complexity of controllability
also steadily increases as γ2 increases.

Moreover, Figure 2 (d) displays the fidelity and complexity of
the generated controllable explanations using the relaxation method,
with respect to removing items at different positions in the recom-
mendation list. It is evident that removing items ranked higher in the
recommendation list is more challenging. This aligns with the notion
that higher-ranked items have stronger reasons for their recommen-
dation, thus more behaviors have to be revoked for the removing.

5.5 Prospective Evaluation

With prospective controllabilty, users have the ability to revoke their
current behavior if they are dissatisfied with the ongoing changes,
in hopes of receiving better recommendations in the future. In this
section, we simulate this real-world scenario by introducing a novel
data splitting strategy to validate this assumption. As illustrated in
Figure 3, the basic idea is as follows: in addition to excluding the
test item, we also omit the last M items in the user sequences as a
"simulation set" that will not be observed during training. When a
user interacts with a new item (i.e., adds the next interaction to the
original user sequence), we examine the changes between the new
recommendation list and the original recommendation list. If none
of the newly added items are present in the simulation set, we can
reasonably assume that in a real-world scenario, the user may not
prefer this prospective change. Consequently, they would revoke this
behavior. Then, for all user sequences that satisfy this condition, we
test whether removing the current behavior from the user sequences
will improve the accuracy on the test data.

During the experiments, we set M = 20. We note that we con-
catenate the original user sequence, regardless of whether the cur-
rent item is removed or not, with the simulation subsequence when

making predictions. This is because we would like to test the long-
term benefits of the prospective control option, rather than relying
on short-term trivial observations. As shown in Table 5, we observe
some intriguing results. When we remove the next interaction for all
users and compare it to making predictions with the unchanged user
history, the ranking accuracy drops significantly. This outcome is ex-
pected because removing an item from the user sequence results in
the loss of valuable information. However, if we only remove the
next interacted items for the users selected by the aforementioned
simulation process, the overall ranking accuracy for this subset of
users actually improves. This proves that, in addition to enhancing
the transparency of the recommender system, providing system users
with prospective controllability significantly increases the likelihood
of receiving more accurate recommendations in the future.

Table 5. Change of ranking accuracy

SASRec
ML-1M Yelp

NDCG@10 HT@10 NDCG@10 HT@10

All users 0.1203 0.2265 0.0327 0.0518
All users (revoke) 0.0987 (↓) 0.1905 (↓) 0.0244 (↓) 0.0423 (↓)

Target users 0.1078 0.1995 0.0301 0.0479
Target users (revoke) 0.1118 (↑) 0.2104 (↑) 0.0322 (↑) 0.0496(↑)

GRU4Rec
ML-1M Yelp

NDCG@10 HT@10 NDCG@10 HT@10

All users 0.1150 0.2242 0.0145 0.0294
All users (revoke) 0.0973 (↓) 0.1914 (↓) 0.0136 (↓) 0.0278 (↓)

Target users 0.1070 0.2074 0.0138 0.0283
Target users (revoke) 0.1082 (↑) 0.2094 (↑) 0.0140 (↑) 0.0283 (-)

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we present a framework that integrates explainabil-
ity and controllability for user-controllable recommendation. By
incorporating counterfactual retrospective and prospective expla-
nations, our proposed framework enables users to control over the
recommender system based on the user behaviors. As a first attempt,
we introduce two fundamental properties of controllability: the
complexity of controllability and the accuracy of controllability.
These properties serve as general evaluation metrics for assessing
the user-controllable recommendation problem. Controllability is
important not only for recommendation, but also for many other
AI sub-fields. In the future, we expect the exploration of this
method beyond recommendation systems, extending its application
to diverse AI systems, such as vision-based and language-based
intelligent systems.
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